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AREA FORM
ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION
0
Describe architectural, structural and landscape features and evaluate in terms oj other areas within the community.
Approximately fifteen buildings are scattered about the 110 acre Massachusetts Sanatorium campus. Built
between 1908 and c.1970, these buildings are primarily significant as retrained competent interpretations of the
Colonial Revival style. Currently off limits to visitors, a necessarily cursory study of this property resulted in
a general overview described below. Roughly bounded to the north and west by Lowell Road (Rte 62) and
the boundary line shared with Wilmington, the southern edge of the campus is more or less bounded by
the meandering course of Martin's Brook. The eastern edge of the property extends southward from Lowell
Road's intersection with North Street to Martin's Brook. The majority of the buildings on this property are
located within the southern two thirds of the campus bordering and to the south of an asphalt paved road that
extends from Lowell Road at North Street to the southern leg of Lowell Road in Wilmington. The remaining
third of the campus, north of the curving main road is wooded with evidence of the foundations of demolished
buildings. Ranged along the southern edge of the main road are approximately one half dozen dormitories and
other buildings which are constructed of red brick. A gambrel-roofed one-and-one-half story
ten-bay-by-four-bay dormitory building designed in the late Shingle Style /Queen Anne style is located to the
south of the dormitory buildings. The march of red brick Colonial dormitories is interrupted by a large modem
concrete c.1970 cafeteria/recreation center building. Moving southward towards Martin's Brook are utilitarian
structures, including a brick incinerator building with an 80' brick tower. Further research is recommended to
identify and describe the remaining buildings on the sanatarium's campus.
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HISTORICAL NARRA TIVE
see continuation sheet
Explain historical development OTtlzearea. Discuss how this are relates to the historical development of the
community .
The Massachusetts State Sanatorium at North Reading was one of three tuberculosis hospitals established
by the Commonwealth in 1907. The other two tuberculosis hospitals were established at Lakeville amd
Westfield. As early as 1898, the first tuberculosis hospital in the state was organized at Rutland, MA.
A contagious disease first identified by Robert Koch in 1882, tuberculosis is primarily a disease of the
lungs but effects other parts of the body as well. Until the mid twentieth century when modem medicine
became able to combat the disease with "miracle" drugs, tuberculosis was a world-wide health problem to
be reckoned with and Massachusetts state sanatoriums were in the forefront of treatment for afflicted
individuals.
The North Reading campus was ready for patient occupancy July 1, 1909. The original bed capacity was
150 patients and was "eventually increased to 298 and the number of buildings increased to 23. Although the
majority of the sanatorium's buildings are still extant, the architecturally distinguished administration
building of 1909 dissapeared at an undetermined date. Exhibiting characteristics of the Queen Anne,
Jacobethan Revival and Colonial Revival styles, this large building was sheathed with wood shingles, enlivened
by half-tibering at the main facade's gables, bristled with massive brick Medieval Revival chimneys and
was topped by a Colonial Revival cupola.

In 1926, the Massachusetts State Sanatorium became an institution "devoted wholly to the treatment of children."
At that time the Sanatorium School was built to provide primary school education to the children of the facillity.
By the 1950s, tuberculosis had become a treatable disease and home care rather than prolonged
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